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7 billion vaccines are expected to be distributed by air
There will also be air cargo demand for ancillary goods (e.g. PPE, needles) and medicines (e.g. adjuvans)

16Bn
vaccine doses needed worldwide

Source: Seabury Consulting (October 2020)

7Bn
Air distribution

60k
Tonnes of air freight

9Bn
Local/regional distribution

60k tonnes equals:
• 0.3% of 2018 air trade
• 12% of 2019 pharma air trade
• ≈ 5x 2019 vaccine air trade
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68 vaccines are in clinical trials on humans
20 have reached the final stages of testing*; Pfizer and Moderna most widely appoved.

Source: New York Times Corona Virus Tracker (14 January)
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Large part of the vaccines will be produced in Western Europe
India and China are the main manufacturing countries in Asia

• Pfizer is the only vaccine that has 
to be transported at -80 °C.

• Moderna and Curevac vaccines are 
based on the same technology, but 
can be distributed at -20 °C.

• These vaccines will hardly be used 
for the developing countries.

• As more stability data on these 
vaccines becomes available they 
may be transported at regular 
temperatures (2-8 °C).

Required storage temp. depends on maturity of  vaccine

Source: McKinsey, WorldBank, DHL  (29 October 2020)
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Air cargo distribution will build up in the first half of the year
It will take 2-3 years to vaccinate most of the worlds population

Source: Seabury Consulting (December 2020)55

*

* Outlook of Seabury assumed introduction of Sanofi vaccine in July but it will be no earlier than end of 2021

• Vaccines will initially be 
consumed predominantly in the 
country of origin.

• As more vaccines are approved in 
more countries the volumes will 
increase.

• Q2/Q3 expected to be the peak 
for air cargo volumes but highly 
dependent on approval of 
vaccines.

Monthly vaccine production outlook 
Million doses, per transport requirement



Difficulties in vaccine transport
What makes COVID19 vaccines different than normal pharma or vaccines
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Last minute information availability
- Volumes and timing very uncertain
- Daily changes in information
- No/limited link to pharmaceutical companies

High quantity of Dry-Ice
- Considered dangerous good
- Maximum amounts allowed on aircraft
- Dry-ice stock
- Re-icing
- High volumes only on Cargo aircraft only

High volumes in short times
- Everybody wants to have the vaccine fast
- Volume on top off regular flows
- Low availability of air cargo capacity
- Capacity to receive goods at destination

Temperature compliance
- Very vulnerable to temperature deviations
- No stability data

Security risks
- Vulnerable to theft and/or tempering
- High interest by foreign nations
- Cyber threats



How did we prepare
What we did to be as ready as we could be
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Try to be as close to the source of information as possible
- A lot of interaction with all relevant parties in the supply chain.
- Studies by various parties used in our predictions

Pro-actively push our ‘Corona package’
- Years of experience in pharma transport
- Customers were not sure what they needed yet, by pro-actively promoting 

what we could do we are in control

COVID19 taskforces with specialists and with mandate
- Started at the beginning of summer 2020
- Commercial and operational taskforces
- Mandate to change processes, do investments and use resources

Some luck
- AFKL has had the cool chain program since 3 years in which we have been 

improving the way we handle temperature sensitive freight.
- Pharma recognized as focus growth product
- Investments to allow for product volume growth for coming years
- Opening of new cool and climate rooms
- New capacity can be used for Vaccine flows that are ‘on top off’



Positive exposure for KLM
A lot of news outlets have visited SPL handling
High(er) risk of negative PR if things go wrong!
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RTL

Al Jazeera

Reuters

Nieuwsuur

Intern on a Mission

AD

Etc

https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/video/video/5199403/klm-coronavaccins-vervoeren-vliegtuig-schiphol
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfIy5Qisr-A&t=30s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PeucyXF1VFA&t=1s
https://www.ad.nl/video/kanalen/nederlands-nieuws%7Ec400/series/korte-reportage%7Es908/coronavaccin-vliegt-via-schiphol-ijskoud-de-hele-wereld-over%7Ep185715
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